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Abstract This study presents a novel methodology for
generating smooth feasible paths for autonomous aerial vehi-
cles in the three-dimensional space based on a variation of
the Spatial Quintic Pythagorean Hodographs curves. Gener-
ated paths must satisfy three main constraints: (i) maximum
curvature, (ii) maximum torsion and (iii) maximum climb
(or dive) angle. A given path is considered to be feasible if
the main kinematic constraints of the vehicle are not vio-
lated, which is accomplished in our approach by connect-
ing different waypoints with seventh order Bézier curves.
This also indirectly insures the smoothness of the vehicle’s
acceleration profile between two consecutive points of the
curve and of the entire path by controlling the curvature val-
ues at the extreme points of each composing Bézier curve
segment. The computation of the Pythagorean Hodograph
is cast as an optimization problem, for which we provide
an algorithm with fast convergence to the final result. The
proposed methodology is applicable to vehicles in three-
dimensional environments, which can be modeled presum-
ing the imposed constraints. Our methodology is validated
in simulation with real parameters and simulated flight data
of a small autonomous aerial vehicle.
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1 Introduction
Path planning is a fundamental task for any kind of
autonomous mobile robot. Even though it might be possi-
ble for such robots to traverse their environments solely in
a reactive way, the competence of planning and computing
paths is an important feature for a large number of vehicles
and a great variety of tasks.
In spite of its relevance, there are not that many works
dealing with vehicles that move in three-dimensional space.
Furthermore, and less obvious, the increased freedom pro-
vided by a less restrictive environment poses many new chal-
lenges. Current problems, such as path planning for multiple
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and Autonomous Under-
water Vehicles (AUVs), still call for better solutions.
The interest and research in UAVs have been increasingly
growing, specially due to the decrease in cost, weight, size
and performance of actuators, sensors and processors. As far
as the capacity of covering a broad set of relevant applications
is concerned, UAVs clearly have their niche of applications,
which cannot be fulfilled by other types ofmobile robots.One
of their main advantages is in several types ofmonitoring and
surveillance tasks, where they are able to navigate over large
areas obviously faster than land vehicles, with a privileged
view from above.
As their availability increases, so does the possibility of
having multiple of such vehicles traversing a given volume
of the air space. Therefore, there is a growing need to study
and develop techniques for the generation of safe and fea-
sible paths considering specific constraints of the different
types of aerial robots. Robotics literature describes several
such algorithms. However, one fundamental feature of a path
planning algorithm is to insure that the vehicle will be able
to execute the generated path, which means that limitations
on vehicle movements must be obeyed (i.e., nonholonomic
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constraints). For example, curvature radius is one such
restriction imposed on paths generated for typical Ackerman
steering vehicles, since the sliding constraint of wheels dic-
tates that the component of the wheel’s motion orthogonal to
the wheel plane must be zero.
1.1 Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
UAVs can be divided into at least three categories: rotary-
wing aircrafts (e.g., helicopters and quadrotors), aerostatic
aircrafts (such as airships and hot air balloons) and fixed-
wing aircrafts (airplanes). The technique described in this
text will have its focus mostly in a fixed-wing UAV, however,
without the loss of generality, it can be applied to other types
of vehicles (even ground and underwater robots).
Mobile robots frequently present some types of motion
constraints that must be solved by path planning algorithms.
Fixed-wing aerial vehicles, for example, present dynamic
behaviors where position and orientation variables are com-
pletely interdependent, which in turn imposes several non-
holonomic constraints to the system. These constraints are
embedded, for example, in the maximum values of lateral
acceleration that can be imposed by those vehicles, which
can be translated by the smallest curvature radius that the
vehicle can perform in space. Fixed-wing aircrafts present
also other limitations on their mobility such as maximum
climb or dive angles and minimum speed.
One of the fundamental motion constraints of a vehicle
moving in three-dimensional space is the climb (or dive)
angle. This basically refers to the rate of change in altitude,
which may be severely restricted for some types of aerial
vehicles. There are aircrafts, for example, that have a very
small angle of attack1 which is often limited by the control
action of the guidance system. Other examples are underwa-
ter vehicles for which the climb angle is confined to short
boundaries subtended by the configuration of their actuators
and control surfaces.
In this study, a novel path planning methodology based
on a variation of the Spatial Quintic Pythagorean Hodograph
curves is proposed. The method takes into account three
major motion constraints of a fixed-wing UAV in the three-
dimensional space: maximum curvature, maximum torsion
and maximum climb angle, but with special emphasis on the
cases of limited climb (or dive) rates.
For the special case of fixed-wing aircrafts, the main goal
is to guarantee stall-free maneuvers. The general idea behind
the method is to model the path as a seventh order spatial
Bézier curve which is iteratively computed. This path satis-
fies all the required constraints and, at the same time, with
1 Defined as the angle that the chord of the wing, viewed laterally,
makes with respect to the wind. This is also another way to define the
climb angle.
a satisfactory length. It also guarantees smoothness of the
acceleration profile of the entire path by controlling the cur-
vature values of the curves that composes it. An algorithm
with fast convergence to the final result is also described and
evaluated, since the Pythagorean Hodograph computation is
cast as an optimization problem.
Section 2 constitutes an overview of the related work in
the literature, where the theoretical foundations of this work
is discussed. Then, Sect. 3 presents the methodology, where
the problem is formally posed along with the improvements,
and the proposed optimization algorithm to calculate the
paths. Results obtained for a virtual UAV and for a simulated
model of an actual UAV called AqVS developed at Univer-
sidade Federal de Minas Gerais are presented are discussed
in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes the article and points to
future research directions.
2 Related work
One of the most important factors for path planning is to pro-
duce paths that are feasible of being executed by the targeted
vehicle. This means that during path generation, the move-
ment restrictions of the vehiclemust be considered (e.g., non-
holonomic constraints). This problem has been thoroughly
studied, and the literature available in the area abounds spe-
cially for manipulators and two-dimensional mobile robots
[18].
Some approaches of single vehicle path planning in less
restrictive environments can be found in the literature [17,
23]. Voronoi diagrams [5,7] and Vector Field [13,19] are
widely used techniques to generate paths for aerial robots
with such constraints. However, very few works deal with
the three-dimensional case.
Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRTs) are also widely
used, especially for solving the path problem for nonholo-
nomic vehicles in broader scenarios. In [6], the authors
present trajectory planning for both an automobile and a
spacecraft. In the latter example, even though an obstacle-
free environment is considered, the focus remains on the
motion constraints that need to be satisfied for a safe entry
of the spacecraft in Earth’s atmosphere. Other works like
[14] use this technique to generate nominal paths for minia-
ture aerial vehicles. The authors present an algorithm for ter-
rain avoidance for the air platformBYU/MAV,which, among
other things, enables the vehicle to fly through canyons and
urban environments. And although these studies consider
some restrictions inherent to aerial robots, none of them take
into account important constraints such as climbing rate and
spatial torsion on fixed-wing vehicles.
There are also some works that only deal with the genera-
tion of safe paths for vehicles assuming an obstacle-free envi-
ronment. Among those is the work of [22], which presents
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one of the first methods based on the Pythagorean Hodo-
graph (a special type of Bézier curve) for the path plan-
ning forUAVs. The author discusses numerous advantages of
using such a curve in the modeling of paths for vehicles with
nonholonomic constraints.
In this study, we use a special technique to compute feasi-
ble paths, called PH Interpolation. The PH provides several
properties that can be considered advantageous in the path
planning problem such as uniformity in the parametric distri-
bution, continuous parametric speed and capability to admit
real-time interpolation.More details about these featureswill
be detailed later.
The PH curves were presented for the first time for the
two-dimensional case by Farouki and Sakkalis [12]. Initially,
only fifth order curves were considered since they are much
simpler. A Hermite Interpolation algorithm was proposed
in [11], where the authors demonstrated that there are four
possible solutions for the curve in R2 space. The chosen
solution is the one that minimizes the cost function (bending
energy function), based on the integral of the modulus of the
curvature function (torsion in their case is assumed tobenull).
The three-dimensional case was initially presented by
Farouki et al. [10]. In [9], the quaternion representation
was used to deal with Hermite Interpolation issues, and the
authors claim that the infinite cardinality of the set of solu-
tions for the problem is due to an underdetermined system
of equations that are needed to compute the final curve.
In order to significantly reduce the solution space, the
authors suggest assigning a small set of values to the
unknown variables, reducing the number of possible solu-
tions. The best solution is obtained from the minimization of
the cost function defined in [10], that is based on the integral
of the sum of the curvature and torsion functions modulus of
each curve.
Two of the first works involving the use of PH curve for
robot path planning are Shanmugavel et al. [22] for the two-
dimensional case and in [21] for the three-dimensional case.
In order to guarantee that the PH did not violate the kinematic
constraints of the vehicle, the authors proposed a modifica-
tion where the PH curve was computed iteratively. For every
step of the algorithm, gain values were increased until r(t)
becomes realizable. However, only the curvature and tor-
sion constraints were considered. As it will be shown later,
for vehicles with bounded climb (or dive) angle values, it
is not possible to minimize the problem for the spatial cost
functions.
In [2], the authors present an improved cost function based
on [10] that considers all three constraints: curvature, torsion
and climb angle. This study represents an improvement with
respect to [21] since it considers the limitation in the climb
angle of fixed-wing UAVs. A new cost function, computa-
tionally less expensive, was presented in [1], where only the
climb angle constraint is used in the minimization function.
Other works, such as [4,22], present the application of PH
curves in the path planning and trajectory planning problem
for multiple vehicles. Both, however, deal only with the two-
dimensional case, without taking into account torsion and
climb angle constraints.
The adaptation of the fifth order PH curve was firstly pro-
posed byAlves Neto et al. [3]. Themain objective was to cre-
ate Bézier curves with continuous curvature profiles among
several waypoints in R2. That work presents a methodol-
ogy based on a variation of the RRTs that generate feasi-
ble trajectories for autonomous vehicles with nonholonomic
constraints in environments with obstacles.
In this study, we expand to R3 the methodology described
in [3], keeping the continuity in the curvature profile and
taking into account all three constraints, namely curvature,
torsion and climb (or dive) angle. Our method also allows the
connection of two different curves without violating the con-
straints of the whole path. We propose a new cost function
that will include just the climb angle constraint, indirectly
ensuring the others constraints, that effectively reduce the
computational cost of the method. We also present an opti-
mization function based on the bending energy function in
order to minimize the total path length.
3 Methodology
In this section, we initially present the theoretical formaliza-
tion of our problem. We describe mathematically the robot’s
constraints and the Pythagorean Hodograph formulation.We
then provide the foundations for calculating the PH curves
for which the union of several paths keeps the continuous
curvature profile in the final plan. Finally, we show an opti-
mization problem formulation that will allow us to generate
short paths that are feasible by the robot.
3.1 Problem formalization
We assumed an obstacle-free environment, where the only
restrictions for navigation are imposed by its own kinematic
constraints. A pair of waypoints, 〈pi , p f 〉, mark the initial
and final poses, respectively, which define the position and
(partially) the orientation of the robot at the extreme points
of a single path. This path may be defined mathematically
as a parametric curve r(t) in R3, where t is a parameter that
continuously varies in R. In this manner, planning a path
between two waypoints can be formally posed as:
pi (xi , yi , zi , ψi , θi ) = r(ti ),
p f (x f , y f , z f , ψ f , θ f ) = r(t f ), (1)
where ti and t f are the initial and final values, respectively,
for the curve parameter t .
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Each waypoint p is described by three-position (x, y, z)
and two-orientation (ψ, θ ) variables. The variable ψ is an
angle that describes the waypoint orientation parallel to the
XY plane in relation to theX axis.Wedefine θ as thewaypoint
orientation measured in relation to the X axis and parallel
to XZ plane. Here, we must say that the roll angle (φ in
conventional aeronautical notation) is not considered, since
it has nophysical sense regarding the curve in the 3Dspace. In
other words, the curve represents a trajectory to be followed,
not the actual trajectory being executed by the robot.
Now, given a sequenceof P waypoints,P = 〈p1, . . . , pP 〉,
that must be reached by the robot, a total feasible pathRwill
be the union of each r(t) calculated between each sequence









In order to be considered a feasible path for a given robot, the
curve r(t)must respect the kinematic constraints of the vehi-
cle. The three motion constraints mentioned before are the
maximum curvature (κmax), the maximum torsion (τmax) and
the maximum climb (or dive) angle (θmax) that are realizable
by the robot in the three-dimensional space. It is possible to
completely define a curve in R3 as a function of curvature
and torsion only [16].
As far as the underlying physics of the system is con-
cerned, the curvature may be defined as a quantity that is
directly proportional to the lateral acceleration of the robot
in the space. The value of κmax is inversely proportional to
the minimum curvature radius (ρmin) of the curve that the
vehicle is capable of executing, which is also proportional to
the maximum lateral acceleration of the vehicle.
The curvature function of a curve in the n-dimensional
space is given by Eq. (3):
κ(t) = |r˙(t) × r¨(t)||r˙(t)|3 . (3)
The torsion of the curve is directly proportional to the
angular moment (roll moment) of the robot, which is also
physically limited. Thus, the value of τmax is given as a func-
tion of the minimum torsion radius (σmin) that the robot can
describe in the space. The torsion of a curve can be computed
by Eq. (4):
τ(t) = [r˙(t) × r¨(t)] ·
...
r (t)
|r˙(t) × r¨(t)|2 . (4)
Finally, the climb (or dive) angle is proportional to the
ascent (or descent) rate of the robot in the three-dimensional
space. In other words, it captures the variation of the altitude
(z) throughout the path. For vehicles with limited values of
inclination angle, such as fixed-wing aircrafts, this is a key
variable. The value of θmax may depend on many factors, as
the translation speed and the spatial orientation of the robot.
The climb angle function of a three-dimensional parametric







It is possible to show that this function is mathematically
limited to the interval [−π2 , π2 ]. The same is true for the value
of θmax.
Finally, the path r(t) is valid for a vehicle if the mod-
ulus of the curvature, torsion and climb angle functions are
smaller than the vehicle’s absolutemaximumvalues, as stated
in Eq. (6):
r(t) = {r ∈ R : |κ(t)|<κmax, |τ(t)|<τmax, |θ(t)|<θmax}.
(6)
It is important to note that the above maximum values
result from the dynamic constraints of the vehicle. Therefore,
since our kinematic approach guarantees continuity of the
curvature, torsion, and climb angle functions, by respecting
the maximum variable values, indirectly the vehicle dynam-
ics are accounted for. Discontinuities in the curvature func-
tion, for example, may induce infinite variations of lateral
acceleration, which of course, are not realizable. The same
is true for torsional values. In the case of the climb angle
function, the lack of continuity implies in the tangential
discontinuity of the curve itself.
In the next section, we detailed the necessary steps to real-
ize the union in Eq. (2) in order to guarantee curvature and
climb angle continuity for R. As expressed by Eq. 3, the
curve produced by the path planning algorithm must be con-
tinuously derivable, and it must also be second order differ-
entiable (C2).
3.1.2 Spatial Pythagorean Hodograph curves
Spatial Pythagorean Hodograph curves are a special kind
of parametric polynomial curves defined in R3. They are
represented in general as:
r(t) = [x(t), y(t), z(t)],
and their derivatives (Hodograph components) satisfy the
Pythagorean condition presented in Eq. (7):
x˙(t)2 + y˙(t)2 + z˙(t)2 = h(t)2, (7)
for some polynomial h(t). This means that the parametric
“speed”, s˙(t), of the curve can be described by a polynomial,
making it possible to compute the length of the path, s, as
shown in Eq. (8):
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Spatial PH curves are further shaped as n-th order Bézier









(1 − t)n−k tk; t ∈ [0, 1] (9)
where pk = [xk, yk, zk] is the k-th control point of the Bézier
function. N -th order Bézier curves always have n + 1 control
points that define the curve shape according to their spatial
position [16].
The path planning problem is then reduced to find a solu-
tion to an Hermite Interpolation problem. One important
advantage of using this model is that the resulting curve is
infinitely continuous, so that the curvature, torsion and incli-
nation functions are always smooth.
To guarantee that the PH does not violate the kinematic
constraints of the vehicle, Shanmugavel et al. [21] propose
a modification to iteratively compute the PH. It uses gain
factors to modify the position of some of the control points
in every step of an iterative algorithm, until r(t) becomes
realizable. We will discuss these characteristics later in this
article. However, Shanmugavel’s method only consider the
curvature and torsion constraints. As it will be shown later,
for vehicles with bounded values of climb (or dive) angle,
it is not possible to minimize the problem for that spatial
cost function. Therefore, we propose a new cost function
that incorporates all three variables along with limitations on
their maximum values. The θmax constraint will be included
in the PH computation, which will then generate feasible
paths for robots in three-dimensional space, under all the
aforementioned constraints.
3.2 Smooth path calculation
In this section, we present a method to calculate Bézier
curves that fulfills the three constraint conditions mentioned
before. We begin by mentioning an interesting characteristic
of Bézier curves. They are infinitely differentiable functions,
whichmean that one curve has continuous curvature profiles.
However, if we connect two ormore curves to compose a path
R among several waypoints, it is possible that discontinuity
in accelerations will show up at the connecting points, vio-
lating the C2 condition. Then, in order to keep the continuity,
we must calculate Bézier curves whose curvature values at
extreme points are identical.
According to [20], the initial curvature of aBézier function
can be mathematically determined by Eq. (10):
κ(t)|t=0 = (n − 1)
n
|p2 − p1|
|p1 − p0| sin σi , (10)
where n is the Bézier order and σi represents the angle
between the vectors −−→p0p1 and −−→p1p2.
It is possible to guarantee a null curvature value at the
initial point by forcing collinearity of these vectors. The same
idea can be extended to the final curvature value, as shown
in Eq. (11):
κ(t)|t=1 = (n − 1)
n
|p7 − p6|
|p6 − p5| sin σ f , (11)
where σ f is the angle between the vectors
−−→p5p6 and −−→p6p7.
Then, we will always have zero curvature value at the
extreme points of each Bézier, making its composition with
others curves (R) aC2 function, as required. Themain reason
which led us to choose a seventh order function is now clear.
We must keep the three initial and three final control points
of the Bézier aligned. So we need at least other two points to
create a function with at least one point of inflexion, in order
to make a more flexible path.
With this inmind,we use an adaptation of the Pythagorean
Hodograph formalism to compute these eight control points.
Therefore, we may use the set of Eq. 12, which depends only
on the initial and final configuration points, and represent an
Hermite Interpolation system.
p0 = [xi , yi , zi ], (12)
p1 = p0 + c0 A0iA∗0, (13)
p2 = p1 + c0 A0iA∗0, (14)
p3 = p2 + c0
2
(A0iA∗1 + A1iA∗0), (15)
p4 = p3 − c7
2
(A2iA∗1 + A1iA∗2), (16)
p5 = p6 − c7 A2iA∗2, (17)
p6 = p7 − c7 A2iA∗2, (18)
p7 = [x f , y f , z f ]. (19)
where c0 and c7 are gain factors that determine themagnitude
of the vectors and have unit values for PHwith no constraints.
The above set of equations was derived from [9], and accord-
ing to the authors, it represents an underdetermined system.
In other words, there are infinitely many spatial PH curves
that interpolate the initial and final waypoints.
The PH provides several properties that can be considered
advantageous in the path planning problem, of which, the
most relevant for this study are: (i) the uniform distribution
of points along the curve, which contributes to the smooth-
ness of the path; (ii) the parametric speed (first order deriva-
tive) that provides a continuous velocity profile; and finally
(iii) the capability to admit real-time interpolator algorithms
for computer numerical control.
Once the Bézier points are computed, we must guaran-
tee that the generated curve does note violate the kinematic
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constraints of the vehicle, according to the constraints con-
ditions of Eq. (6). Hence, we must determine the values of c0
and c7 in Eq. (12). As there is no closed form solution, these
values will be estimated, in the next section, as the solution
to an optimization problem .
The problem is initially approached by assuming that the
extreme points of the curve (p0 and p7) are directly deter-
mined by the initial and final poses pi and p f , respectively.
All the remaining points will depend on these pose vectors
and on the c0 and c7 gains.
In our development, we use the quaternion formulation,
which allows for a more compact and elegant representation
of the system, as well as providing a clearer geometric view
of the solution. The parameters Ak , with k = {1, 2, 3}, are
quaternions described by Eq. (20),









where a corresponds to the scalar part and [ax , ay, az] to
the vector elements of the quaternion. The conjugate of Ak
is denoted as A∗k . A set of equations of this type presents a
solution c which also is a pure vector quaternion, as shown
by Eq. (21):
AiA∗ = c, (21)
where i is a pure vector quaternion since its scalar part is null
and i2 = −1.
Hence, a systemwhich is composed of three equations and
four unknown variables can be formed, leaving one degree
of freedom yet to be determined. With this, the solution for
every Ak is parameterized by an angular variable φk (for a
detailed explanation, the reader is referred to [10]). Deriving









μi cos(φ0) + νi sin(φ0)
1 + λi





where di is the vector direction of the pose pi , computed
as
di = c0[cos(ψi ) cos(θi ), sin(ψi ) cos(θi ), sin(θi )]
and
[λi , μi , νi ] = di|di | .
Equivalently, A2 can be expressed as:
A2(φ2)=
√ |d f |
2





μ f cos(φ2) + ν f sin(φ2)
1 + λ f
ν f cos(φ2) − μ f sin(φ2)





where d f is the vector direction of the pose p f , given by:
d f = c7[cos(ψ f ) cos(θ f ), sin(ψ f ) cos(θ f ), sin(θ f )]
and
[λ f , μ f , ν f ] = d f|d f | .
Once the values of A0 and A2 are determined by setting
the values of φ0 and φ2, A1 can be defined as a function of a
third angle variable φ1:
A1(φ1) = −3
4












μ cos(φ1) + ν sin(φ1)
1 + λ




c is a pure vector quaternion given by
c = 120(p f − pi ) − 15(di + d f ) + 5(A0iA∗2 + A2iA∗0)
(25)
and
[λ,μ, ν] = c|c| .
3.3 Iterative algorithm
To compute the spatial PH, it is necessary to determine the
values of the angles φ0, φ1, φ2 and the gains c0 and c7. The
angular variables are defined for the range [−π2 , π2 ]. In [10],
authors claim (empirically) that it is possible to represent the
solution space in extensive form enough, by the quantization
of the values of each of these angles according to:
φk =
[
−π2 ,−π4 , 0, π4 , π2
]
.
The combinatorial arrangement of these five values for
each φk leads to a total of 125 solutions for the PH curve.
The authors also argue that for most cases, φ1 may be equal
to−π2 , without the loss of generality, reducing the number of
solutions to 25. This value, generally, makes the final result
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Table 1 Initial and final waypoints for the virtual UAV
Waypoint x(m) y(m) z(m) ψ (rad) θ (rad)
pi 0 0 0 − π2 π6
p f 50 20 50 − π2 0
to minimize the variation under the Z axis, what also reduces
the climb angle function.
Each of these solutions has different curvature, torsion
and climb angle functions. The best solution is the one that





ω(t)2 |r˙(t)| dt, (26)




κ(t)2 + τ(t)2. (27)
This solution, however, is not satisfactory for the prob-
lem considered here, since it does not take into account the
climb angle function in the energy computation. As it will be
shown later, the PH curves that minimize the cost function,
may present climb (or dive) angles unattainable for a given
robot.
To tackle this issue, the following elastic bending energy

















Besides minimizing the rate of growth of the vehicle’s
climbing action in three-dimensional space, this functionstill
takes into account the three aforementioned constraints and
their maximum values in a normalized form. The problem
with this is the increase in the computational complexity in
relation to the previous equation.
We show in [1] that a more satisfactory result can be
obtained using the following cost function:
ω(t) = |θ(t)|. (29)
Instead of considering the curvature and torsion profiles,
this new function takes into account only the aforementioned
climb constraint of the vehicle, which minimizes the cost
of algorithm and contributes to the smoothing of the climb
rate of the curve. It is possible to demonstrate that, by min-
imizing θ(t), which means to reduce the z˙(t) over the XY
plane, the curvature and, mainly, the torsion function also
decrease.
We verified experimentally that, in most cases, the small-
est values of E were obtained when φ1 = −π2 (as seen in the
previous case), and when the difference between φ0 and φ2
was the largest possible. Therefore, taking φ0 in the φk inter-
val and φ2 = −φ0, makes it possible to reduce the number
of solutions to only five.
Finally, the values of c0 and c7 (the gains for which the
spatial PH fulfills the requirements described in Eq. (6) still
remains to be determined. This naturally leads to an opti-
mization approach, since there is no closed solution for this
problem. Increasing these gains tends to minimize the func-
tion ω(t) as a whole, which is indirectly linked to the inverse
of the parametric “speed” of the curve. However, that pro-
duces, as a consequence, an increase in path length. Thus,
the ideal values of c0 and c7 are those which produce a fea-
sible curve for a given robot, but also minimizes the length
of s.
In the first step of the algorithm, the values of these gain
factors are set to one. In each iteration of thealgorithm, the
Fig. 1 Single path curve
between pi = [0, 0, 0,− π2 , π6 ]
and p f = [50, 20, 50,− π2 , 0]
for a virtual UAV with
ρmin = 10 m, σmin = 100 m and
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Fig. 2 Constraint functions of a curvature, b torsion and c climb angle of the single path
Table 2 Waypoint set 〈pa, ph〉 for the virtual UAV
Waypoint x(m) y(m) z(m) ψ (rad) θ (rad)
pa 0 0 0 0 0
pb 200 0 100 π2
π
6
pc 500 500 400 π2 0
pd 500 1,000 200 − π2 0
pe 500 −500 500 π − π6
p f −300 200 300 π4 0
pg 0 300 200 π 0
ph −500 1,000 100 π 0
conditions of Eq. (6) are observed, and gains are increased
by
c0 = c0 + E0E (ρmin + σmin), (30)











This method promotes a convergence to the result with
a very small number of iterations, producing a curve of
reasonable length.
4 Experiments and results
In this section,wepresent and discuss the results of our exper-
imental validation. Firstly, we describe the experiments for a
simulated airplane, modeled only by the three kinematic con-
straints, namely curvature, torsion and climb angle. Then,we
Fig. 3 R path among
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Fig. 4 Curvature profile of R
from Fig. 3













Fig. 5 AqVS, a UAV from the Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais,
Brazil [15]
Table 3 AqVS main characteristics [15]
Variable Value
Total weight 25 N
Wingspan 2 m
Length 1.6 m
Wing loading 27–29 N/m2
Wing area 0.42 m2
Cruise speed 13.9 m/s (50 km/h)
Operational ceiling 150 m (above ground level)
Operational radius 10 km
Curvature, radius (ρmin) 150 m
Torsion, radius (σmin) 300 m
Maximum, climb, angle (θmax) π30 rad
apply the proposed method to a simulated model based on a
real UAV developed at the Universidade Federal de Minas
Gerais/Brazil. All experiments were performed using the
Matlab® software (Version R2008b) running on a computer
with Ubuntu/Linux 10.04 operating system.
4.1 Virtual airplane
Firstly, we use a single simulated UAV. This step was
designed to show the applicability of seventh order Bézier
curves to paths of aircraft with relatively small values of
maximum climb angle and with torsion radius much smaller
than curvature radius. This is a key feature of our approach,
since it would be otherwise very complex to be handled by
other methods.
Our vehicle presents the following constraints:
ρmin = 10 m,
σmin = 100 m,
θmax = π6 rad.
These values were arbitrarily chosen, so that the vehicle
would present a relatively small climb angle of about 30◦, and
a minimum torsion radius ten times larger than the minimum
radius of curvature.
At first, we have also established two spatial configura-
tions representing the initial and final waypoints of a sin-
gle path to be planned, where position variables units are in
meters and the orientation ones in radians (Table 1).
A very important point is to insure that the values of the
climb angles θi and θ f at these waypoints are smaller inmag-
nitude than themaximumclimb angle. Otherwise, it becomes
impossible to find values of c0 and c7 that guarantee the con-
dition 6 for r(t). Figure 1 shows the result of ourmethodology
for a single path.
Besides the generated path, it is also possible to see the
configuration of the control points computed for the curve.
Those points were obtained using the values φ0 = π2 , φ1 =−π2 and φ2 = −π2 for our seventh order Bézier curve.
Figure 2 shows the constraint functions of the single
path. Curvature (Fig. 2a), torsion (Fig. 2b) and climb angle
( Fig. 2c) functions are continuous and bounded by the max-
imum κmax, τmax and θmax values, respectively.
Also, it is important to notice that the extreme points in
the curvature profile of Fig. 2a are both null, as we explained
before. This means that, whenwe use this method to generate
a path among severalwaypoints, all curvature values between
single paths will be zero, and the total curvature profile of R
will be continuous.
We next apply our technique to generate feasible paths
for a sequence of eight waypoints 〈pa, ph〉. Again, position
variables units are in meters and orientation ones in radians.
The configurations used are presented at (Table 2).
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Fig. 6 AqVS trajectory over
the planned paths using Spatial
seventh order Bézier curves
Table 4 Waypoint set 〈pa, pe〉 for the AqVS/UAV
Waypoint x(m) y(m) z (m) ψ (rad) θ (rad)
pa 0 0 1,013 0 0
pb 2,000 0 1,023 0 π40
pc 2,000 2,000 1,033 0 0
pd 2,000 0 1,023 0 0
pe 0 200 1,013 π 0
Figures 3 and 4 present the results obtained for the final
pathR and its curvature profile. The mean time and the stan-
dard deviation of the method in the generation of all these
single paths were about 0.2 and 0.07 s, respectively. It can
be easily seen that it produced a continuous and smooth
curvature function.
4.2 AqVS UAV
The technique was also used to plan paths for a small
unmanned fixed-wing aircraft called AqVS (Fig. 5), devel-
oped atUniversidade Federal deMinasGerais. This is a small
hand launchedhybrid electricmotor sail plane, equippedwith
a GPS receptor, barometric altimeter, infrared inclinometer,
airspeed sensor and a CCD camera. It is controlled by a
set of PID stabilizators for autonomous navigation (see [15]
for further information). In this part of the work, we use
the AqVS simulation environment, implemented using the
Matlab/Simulink® graphical language. It was based on the
assumption that the vehicle can be correctly represented as a
rigid body with six degrees of freedom. Table 3 presents the
main characteristics of the AqVS autonomous airplane.
The above values were determined using real data from
actual flights of the SUAV, considering a speed of approxi-
mately 50 km/h. This vehicle has shown to be a good choice
for testing our methodology because of its small climb angle
(about 6◦). This represents a very challenging issue in the
context of the problem of generating paths for this vehicle.
We used a simulated model of the AqVS to test our method-
ology. Figure 6 shows the result of the AqVS/SUAV flight
over a set of five points, randomly chosen as presented in
Table 4.
The blue line in the graph represents the actual trajectory
executed by the SUAVwhen tracking the planned paths. The
experiment was realized with wind perturbations of about
10 km/h at the North direction. The flight path was smooth
andwith the specified constraints. In spite of the noise, which
is mainly due to the altitude and GPS sensors and the actions
of the control system, the vehicle is able to tightly track the
path. Figure 7 presents the absolute error between the real
Fig. 7 Absolute error between
the position of the simulated
SUAV through time and the
planned path
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position of the simulated SUAV through time and the planned
path, which shows a mean error of approximate 20 m. This
error is a result of the wind speed disturbance and the biased
sensors uncertainties.
5 Conclusion and future work
We presented a methodology for path planning in three-
dimensional environments for autonomous vehicles that con-
sider at least three motion constraints: maximum curvature,
maximum torsion and maximum climb angles. The method-
ology is an extension of the Spatial Pythagorean Hodographs
where such constraints are explicitly taken into account.
The use of analytical curves, such as Bézier curves,
allowed for greater flexibility of this model with a low com-
putational cost. The design of these curves takes into account
very simple kinematics and dynamics constraints, which
imply the simplification of the model of the vehicle at few
points of operation.
The proposedmethodology uses an elastic bending energy
function for the resolution of the Spatial Pythagorean Hodo-
graph that minimizes the climb angle function of the curve
r(t), generating a solution that is adequate for vehicles with
limited climb (or dive) angle capability. The methodology
was also used to generate paths with satisfactory results for
a simulated model of a real SUAV. As part of our ongoing
research, we plan on incorporating other constraints to the
cost function, such as maximum translation speed.
As further investigation, we will also consider environ-
ments with static and dynamic objects, which may demand
path replanning in real time, which is of major relevance
to the case of multiple and cooperating vehicles moving in
three-dimensional space.
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